About Your Parish

1. Total number of registered households.
2. Total number of Sunday/Saturday Vigil Masses each week.
3. In the past 12 months, how many mission appeals have made visits to your parish?

Charitable Organizations and Mission Appeals

4. When a charitable organization or mission appeal sends a priest to make an appeal, it means I can get away for the weekend.
5. When a charitable organization or mission appeal sends a priest to make an appeal, it helps with covering the Masses in the parish.
6. There is already too much talk about money in the parish and/or diocese.
7. Having an outside charitable organization or mission appeal make an appeal disrupts the flow of the parish.
8. We already have too many financial appeals at our parish.
9. Appeals from outside charitable organizations take limited resources away from the parish.

Please respond to these statements about the one-to-one sponsorship model (where individuals are given the opportunity to sponsor someone in need) of charitable giving:

1 2 3 4
10. One-to-one sponsorship, compared to regular charitable giving, provides a better way to act on the Gospel call to serve the poor.
11. The one-to-one sponsorship model is not any different from other models of charitable giving.
12. One-to-one sponsorship provides a real connection with someone across geographic, cultural and economic divides.
13. By engaging with a real person living in poverty in an ongoing, committed and personal way, parishioners mature and develop spiritually.

Experience with CFCA

Now we’d like to ask you about the Christian Foundation for Children and Aging (CFCA).

14. How familiar are you with the Christian Foundation for Children and Aging (CFCA)?
1. Not at all familiar
2. Only a little familiar
3. Somewhat familiar
4. Very familiar
5. I am a CFCA sponsor
Please evaluate these statements about CFCA.

1. The mission of CFCA is to walk with the poor and marginalized.
2. The mission of CFCA is not explicitly to evangelize.
3. CFCA is no different from other charitable organizations.
4. CFCA is an experienced, trustworthy, and authentic organization.
5. CFCA educates parishioners about international development needs.
6. As a result of the CFCA priest’s visit to our parish, the number of parishioners engaged in one-to-one sponsorship through CFCA has increased.

Please evaluate the following elements of the CFCA priest’s visit:

1. Overall quality of presentation by CFCA priest at your parish.
2. Fluency of the CFCA priest (i.e., how well parishioners could understand his speech).
3. Overall quality of the interaction of the CFCA priest with parishioners.
4. Printed materials provided by CFCA.
5. Engagement of parishioners during the presentation(s).
6. Ease of setting up the CFCA priest visit.
7. Helpfulness of CFCA representative while setting up the priest visit.
8. Professionalism of CFCA representative while setting up the priest visit.
How likely are you to:

1. Have a CFCA priest visit your parish again.
2. Sponsor someone through CFCA yourself.
3. Encourage your parishioners to sponsor someone through CFCA.

About you

Finally, we’d like to know a little more about you. All responses are confidential and are used for classification purposes only.

47. Are you:
   □ Diocesan priest    □ Religious priest

48. Year of birth

49. Year of priestly ordination

50. Years at this parish

51. In my experience, the best thing about CFCA is:

52. In my experience, the one thing I would change about CFCA is:

53. How might CFCA better meet the needs of pastors and parishioners?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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